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Abstract—We consider cooperative energy harvesting
communication networks in which a set of source-to-destination
pairs competes for a limit number of relay nodes with energy
harvesting ability. The performance of each source has been
affected by two interactions: the interaction between the
sources and relay nodes and the interaction among sources. We
model the first interaction as a college admission market and
then fits this market into a stochastic environment. We
formulate an interactive partially observable Markov decision
process (I-POMDP) to study the second interaction. We derive
the optimal policy for the sources to sequentially optimize their
decisions. Numerical results show that our proposed policy
significantly improves the performance of sources.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, energy harvesting technology has attracted

significant interest because of its potential to provide a

sustainable energy source for electronic devices. This is

critically important for mobile communication systems where

power charging/recharging service for mobile devices cannot

be always available. This motives recent research in energy

harvesting communication networks in which each device

transmits signals using the energy harvested from the

surrounding natural environment such as sun light, wind,

radio frequency energy, etc. As the ambient energy available

for harvesting is generally sporadic and random,

optimization of this system is generally a challenging task.

Most of the existing work focuses on a fixed network

structure and assumes each energy harvesting device can

have the prefect information about the future trend of the

energy replenish process of the nature. Specifically, in [1], an

optimal scheduling strategy has been proposed for a single

transmitter that can harvest and store unlimited energy. The

assumption of the unlimited energy storage has been relaxed

in [2]. The power scheduling problem has been studied for

broadcast channels and multiple access channels with energy

harvesting transmitters in [3] and [4], respectively. Motivated

by the observation that the network performance can be

further improved by allowing multiple closely-located

devices to cooperate and relay signals for each other, the
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cooperative energy harvesting system has been studied in [5],

[6]. Specifically, the multi-hop relaying channel with an

energy harvesting relay node has been studied from the

information theoretic perspective in [5]. The model has been

further extended in [6] by allowing one-way energy transfer

from the source to relay node.

We focus on the relay selection problem for a cooperative

energy harvesting communication network in a stochastic

environment. This is different from the relay selection in a

time-invariant environment in which the sources simply

compete for the relay nodes that can provide the highest

instantaneous performance. In a stochastic environment, each

source should also take into account the future evolution of

the environment. For example, suppose a source believes the

energy available for the transmission in the next time slot

will be much lower than that in the current time slot. This

source may not choose the relay node that can provide the

highest energy saving in the current time slot but can save

this relay node for the next time slot of transmission. The

optimization of the relay selection problem becomes more

complex when multiple sources can compete for the same

set of relay nodes because it is possible that the relay nodes

with high battery levels saved by some sources for the future

transmission are used by other sources in the current time

slot. In other words, the performance of each source can be

affected by two interactions: the interaction between sources
and relay nodes and the interaction among
source-to-destination pairs. The first interaction specifies the

negotiation process between each source-to-destination pair

and relay nodes as well as the condition for which a mutual

agreement can be established. The second interaction

characterizes the competition among sources for the limited

number of relay nodes.

In our model, both sources and relay nodes can decide their

partners and a source-and-relay cooperation pair can only be

formed when such a pairing is mutually agreed by both pairing

sources and relay nodes. We assume each source cannot know

the exact future development of the energy harvesting process

or the decisions and payoffs of other sources or relay nodes.

We establish a college admission market to analyze the

interaction between sources and relay nodes. In our model,

each source can establish and maintain a belief about the

future evolution of the environment and probability

distribution of the possible decisions of other sources. The
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preference of each source over the relay nodes is decided by

both the current observation and the belief. We fit this stable

matching market into a stochastic environment where we

establish an interactive partially observable Markov decision

process (I-POMDP) framework to analyze the interaction

among the source-to-destination pairs. We derive the optimal

policy for each source to improve the long term expected

payoff by sequentially optimizing its relay selection decision.

Our model is general and the payoff of each source can be

any performance measure. To the best of our knowledge, this

is the first work that the cooperative energy harvesting

communication system has been modeled and analyzed using

a joint framework of the college admission market and

I-POMDP.

II. NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider an energy harvesting communication system with

K source-to-destination pairs, denoted as s1 to d1, s2 to d2,

. . ., sK to dK , and a set of M relay nodes, denoted as

R = {r1, r2, . . . , rM}, that can receive and forward signals

for the source-to-destination pairs using their harvested

energy. We write S = {s1, s2, . . . , sK} and

D = {d1, d2, . . . , dK}. We assume the entire transmission

time can be divided into time slots. We use superscript t to

denote parameters in the tth time slot. Sources and relay

nodes can harvest energy from their surrounding natural

environment and use the collected energy to support their

signal transmission and relaying. Let êtsk and êtrm be the

amount of energy harvested by sk and rm during time slot t,
respectively. Each source sk and relay node rm has been

equipped with a rechargeable battery that can store no more

than ēsk and ērm amounts of energy, respectively. We

consider an energy harvesting system with causality
constraints, that is, each source or relay node cannot use the

energy that will be harvested in the future, i.e., the battery

levels of source sk and relay node rm at the beginning of

each time slot t are given by etsk =
min

{
ēsk ,

(
et−1
sk

+ êt−1
sk

− wt−1
sk

)}
and etrm =

min
{
ērm ,

(
et−1
rm + êt−1

rm − wt−1
rm

)}
where wt−1

sk
is the

transmit power of source sk in time slot t − 1 and wt−1
rm is

the transmit power of relay node rm used to forward signal

received from the source during time slot t − 1 for

0 ≤ wt−1
sk

≤ et−1
sk

and 0 ≤ wt−1
rm ≤ et−1

rm .
We assume in each time slot each source can choose at

most one relay node and each relay node rm can only help

the transmission for a limited number of

source-to-destination pairs. Let qm be the maximum number

of source-to-destination pairs that can be supported by relay

node rm in each time slot. In this paper, we mainly focus on

the performance improvement brought by sequential

optimization of the relay selection process for the sources.

We assume the transmit power of each source and relay node

during each time slot can be regarded as an one-to-one

correspondence of its battery level, i.e., wt
sk

= f
(
etsk

)
and

wt
rm = g

(
etsk

)
where f(·) and g(·) are two fixed functions

decided by the source sk and relay node rm, respectively.
We consider a stochastic environment, that is, the physical

state of the environment such as the energy that is available

to be harvested by both sources and relay nodes, channel

gains between sources and relay nodes as well as that

between relay nodes and destinations, etc., changes from

time to time. Let ht
skrm

be the ratio of the channel gain

between sk and rm to the additive noise received by rm in

time slot t. Let ht
rmdk

and ht
skdk

be the ratio of the channel

gain between rm and dk and that between sk and dk to the

additive noise received by dk in time slot t, respectively. We

define the physical state of the energy harvesting

communication system as the state of the system

environment denoted as ηt = 〈ets, etr,ht
sd,h

t
sr,h

t
rd〉 where

ets = {etsk}sk∈S , etr = {etrm}rm∈R, ht
sd ={

ht
skdk

}
sk∈S,dk∈D, ht

sr =
{
ht
skrm

}
sk∈S,rm∈R, and ht

rd ={
ht
rmdk

}
rm∈R,dk∈D. Note that the harvested energy and the

channel gains are generally continuous variables and may

have infinite number of possible values. However, because of

the limit of the accuracy for digital communication devices,

we can assume the energy available at the sources and relay

nodes as well as the possible channel gain of the relay and

direct transmission channel in each time slot can only be a

discrete value from a finite set [7]. Let Υ be the set of

possible physical states of the energy harvesting

communication system, i.e., ηt ∈ Υ.

Each source needs to decide whether or not to use the help

of relay nodes and which relay node it should choose at the

beginning of each time slot and cannot change its decision

during the rest of the time slot. It can be easily observed that

each source prefers different relay nodes to forward its signal

under different physical states. For example, different energy

harvested by the sources and relay nodes in different time slots

can affect transmit powers wt
sk

and wt
rm as well as the final

payoffs obtained by both pairing sources and relay nodes. Let

atsk be the relay node decided by source sk to send signals at

the beginning of time slot t. We write atsk = ∅ if source sk
decides to directly send its signal without the help of any relay

node. Let Ask = R ∪ {∅} be the set of possible decisions of

source sk. At the beginning of each time slot t, each source

sk sends signal to relay node atsk according to its decision.

If relay node atsk ∈ R agrees to relay signal for source sk, it

will forward the received signal to destination dk. However,

each relay node can also decide to not help the transmission of

source sk. In this case, the signal sent by the source sk will be

discarded and relay node atsk will feedback a rejection message

to source sk. Note that, allowing each relay node to ignore

the signal sent by some sources may cause energy waste. A

handshaking-like protocol can be enforced at the beginning

of every transmission to avoid such a waste of energy. For

example, each source first sends a request signal to the relay

node and then waits for the acknowledgement from the relay

node it requests. The main shortcoming of this handshaking

protocol is that it will always cost extra energy and time for

communication at the beginning of each time slot. As will

be proved later, we will propose a distributed policy for each

source to learn from the past observation and avoid choosing

the relay node who will ignore its signal. In other words, the

energy waste caused by directly sending signals to the relay

node without handshaking protocols could be ignored if the
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signal sent by sources can always be forwarded by relay nodes

of their choices.

In energy harvesting communication systems, both sources

and relay nodes try to maximize the efficiency of their

energy utilization. Specifically, each source prefers to choose

the relay node that provides the highest energy saving for

sending its data signal. On the other hand, each relay node

prefers to serve as the relay for a set of sources that has the

largest amount of data packets to forward. Let �sk,rm (ηt)
and �sk,sk (η

t) be the instantaneous payoffs of each source

sk with and without the help of a relay node rk ∈ R at time

slot t, respectively. We assume �sk,rm (ηt) �= �sk,rn (ηt) for

m �= n, rm, rn ∈ R and ηt ∈ Υ. We consider a general

model and the payoffs of sources and relay nodes can be any

performance measure or function. For example, in a two-hop

relay channel-based cooperative energy harvesting network

[5], [6] with each source sk trying to maximize its

transmission rate, we can write the payoff of the each source

as

�t
sk,rm

(
ηt
)

= 0.5min
{
log

(
1 + ht

skrm
wt

sk

)
,

log
(
1 + ht

rmdk
wt

rm

)}
, (1)

�t
sk,sk

(
ηt
)

= log
(
1 + ht

skdk
wt

sk

)
. (2)

Similarly, each relay node rm can also obtain a positive

payoff, denoted as �rm,K (ηt) when it helps the transmission

of a set K of sources in time slot t. Let Kt
m ⊆ S be the set of

sources that are helped by relay node rm in time slot t. For

example, if the payoff of relay rm corresponds to the data bit

per energy to forward the received data signal, i.e., we can

write the payoff of relay node rm obtained from set Kt
m of

sources as

�rm,Kt
m

(
ηt
)
=

βm

wt
rm

∑
sk∈Kt

m

log
(
1 + ht

skrm
wt

sk

)
(3)

where βm is the pricing coefficient decided by relay node rm.

As each relay node can only help the transmission of qm
sources at a time, a conflict will happen if more than qm
sources transmit signals to the same relay node. Let

U t
rm = {sk : atsk = rm, ∀sk ∈ S} be the set of sources sent

signals to relay node rm at the beginning of time slot t. In

this paper, we assume each relay node is myopic and always

tries to maximize its instantaneous payoff in each time slot.

We introduce the following conflict-solving rule for the relay

node: if more than qm sources send signal to the same relay

node rm, rm will only receive and forward the signals sent

by a set Kt
m of sources that can provide the maximum

payoff, i.e., for each relay node rm ∈ R with |U t
rm | ≥ qm,

the set K∗t
m of sources whose signals will be forwarded by

relay node rm is given by

K∗t
m = max

Kt
m⊆Ut

rm
,|Kt

m|=qm

�rm,Kt
m
(ηt)1. We assume

�rm,Kt
m
(η) �= �rm,Lt

m
(η) ∀ Lt

m �= Kt
m and Lt

m,Kt
m ⊆ S .

Let μ (sk, η
t) be the relay node that accepts the request of

source sk in time slot t for μ (sk, η
t) ∈ R ∪ {sk}. We use

1Note that there will be cross-interference when multiple sources send their
signals to the same relay node. However, as will be shown later in this paper,
if each source can learn from the past history and avoid such conflicts in the
future, this cross-interference will disappear.

μ (sk, η
t) = sk to mean that sk has been rejected by its

requesting relay node. μ (sk, η
t) can be regarded as the

result of decisions at
s =

{
atsk

}
sk∈S of all sources and

physical state ηt in each time slot t, i.e., we can introduce a

mapping function μ (sk, η
t) = Psk (a

t
s, η

t) for all sk ∈ S . It

is generally unrealistic to assume each source can know the

decisions of other sources before it makes its own decision

at the beginning of each time t. It is however possible for

each source to eavesdrop the decision of other sources in the

past. Therefore, in this paper, we assume each each source

can observe the decisions of other sources in the previous

time slots. However, each source cannot know the

conflict-solving rules of the relay nodes as well as the

payoffs or the current decisions of other sources. We also

assume each sources cannot observe the prefect information

of the physical state but can obtain an common observation

denoted as ot about the physical state of the environment at

the beginning of each time slot t. We assume the set Ω of

possible observation is a finite set, i.e., ot ∈ Ω.

Since each source cannot have the prefect information

about current physical state and the actions of others, it

cannot know which relay node will maximize its payoff.

However, if each source sk can establish a belief function

about the physical state and the distribution of the joint

decision of other sources in the current time slot, it can

estimate the expected payoff obtained by choosing each of

the relay nodes. More specifically, if each source can

establish a belief function Bsk

(
ηt,at

−sk

)
about the

uncertainty of the current physical state and decisions of

other sources, we can write the expected payoff of each

source for a given atsk as

�̄t
sk

(
atsk

)
=

∑
at

−sk
,ηt

Bsk

(
ηt,at

−sk

)
�sk,μ(sk,ηt) (4)

where μ (sk, η
t) = Psk (a

t
s, η

t) and �sk,μ(sk,ηt) is given in (1)

and (2). Note that each decision atsk of source sk corresponds

to the relay node that source sk decides to send signal. Each

source sk can then establish a preference over all relay nodes

for the given belief by ranking its expected payoff �̄t
sk

(
atsk

)
for each of its decisions atsk ∈ R from the highest to the

lowest.

In this paper, we follow the same line as [8] and assume

the belief of each source about the decisions of other sources

follows a Dirichlet distribution function. The main objective

for each source sk is to maximize its long-term expected

payoff �̄sk given by

�̄sk = lim
T→∞

T∑
t=1

ρt�̄t
sk

(5)

through sequentially optimizing its decision about the relay

node where 0 < ρ < 1 is a discount factor.

III. A COLLEGE ADMISSION MARKET FOR COOPERATIVE

ENERGY HARVESTING COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

As observed at the end of Section III, the interaction

among sources plays an important role in cooperative energy
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harvesting communication systems. We can model the relay

selection problem of sources as a multi-agent (subintentional)

interactive partially observable Markov decision process

(I-POMDP) [9] as follows. An action of each source sk in

time slot t, denoted as atsk , is the relay node it decided to

send signals. In this paper, we use terms “action” and

“decision” interchangeably. Let A = {Ask}sk∈S be the set

of possible joint action profiles of the sources. We define the

interactive state of the system in each time slot t as

λt
sk

= 〈ηt, θtsk〉 where ηt is the physical state of the system

defined in Section II and θtsk is the set of possible models for

the opponents of source sk, defined as θsk = 〈H−sk , F−sk〉
where H−sk is the observation history of all sources other

than sk and F−sk : H−sk → Δ(A−sk) is the mapping from

H−sk to the distribution over the joint action of all sources

other than source sk. Let Λsk be the set of all the possible

interactive states for source sk and Λ = {Λsk}sk∈S be the

set of possible state profiles for all sources. We define the

observation function O(o, η,as) as the probability of

obtaining observation o when the physical state is given by η
and the action profile of the sources in the previous time slot

is given by as, i.e., O(o, η,as) = Pr (o|η,as). We follow

the same line as [8] and assume that each source knows the

observation function and presumes that other sources make

independent decisions about their actions according to a

fixed but unknown distribution. Γ : Υ × A × Υ → [0, 1] is

the state transition function and Γ (η′, η,as) specifies the

probability distribution that, starting at a physical state η and

action profile as, the physical state ends in η′. This transition

function can be estimated from the system model or using

the training methods [10]. In this paper, we assume this state

transition function is perfectly known by all sources.

The main objective for each source is to transmit signals

to a proper relay node that will not only agree to relay its

signal but also maximize its long-term expected payoff. We

now consider the interaction among sources and that between

sources and relay nodes within one time slot. We can model

the cooperative energy harvesting communication system in

each time as a college admission market, referred to as the

cooperative energy harvesting communication (CEH) market.

The college admission market is also known as two-sided

many-to-one matching market in which a set of students

(sources in our model) from one side of the market tries to

be paired with colleges (relay nodes in our model) from the

other side. We present a formal definition as follows:

Definition 1: A CEH market G = 〈S,R,〉 consists of a

set S of sources, a set R of relay nodes and the preference

.

As each source-to-destination pair can only choose one relay

node and hence the main objective for the cooperative energy

harvesting communication system is to find a proper relay

node for each source. We refer to this structure as a matching
which is formally defined as follows.

Definition 2: A matching μ of a CEH market in each time

slot with physical state η is a function from the set S ∪ R
into the set of unordered families of elements of S ∪ R such

that |μ (sk, η) | = 1 for every sk ∈ S and μ (sk, η) = sk
if μ (sk, η) /∈ R, |μ (rm, η) | ≤ qm for every rm ∈ R, if

μ (sk, η) �= sk, then μ (sk, η) ∈ R and μ (sk, η) = rm if and

only if sk ∈ μ (rm, η).

Our cooperative energy harvesting communication system

consists of a stochastic environment and, to find the matching

between the sources and relay nodes under different situations,

we should establish a decision making rule for each source,

referred to as a policy π : Λ → A, which is a mapping that

specifies, for each interactive state profile, an action to be taken

by each source. For each given state, each joint action of the

sources can result in a specific matching between sources and

relay nodes. However, this matching is generally not stable

which means that at least one individual source or relay node,

or a pair of source and relay node can choose different partners

to further improve its payoff. In this paper, we seek a policy

which specifies a sequence of actions taken by each source

that can converge to a sequence of stable matching between

sources and relay nodes in which no source or a pair of source

and relay node believes it can further improve its payoff by

unilaterally deviating from its existing pairing partner.

One of the main challenges to find this policy is that the

stable matching will change with the environment and it is

generally difficult to find a sequence of stable matchings that

adopts to this change without knowing the instantaneous

interactive state and actions of other sources. In addition,

there may exist multiple stable matching structures for each

specific interactive state and it is possible for the sources to

keep jumping between different stable matching structures

without converging to a specific matching structure under

each resulting state.

To solve the above problem, we needs to extend the CEH

market into a stochastic environment by introducing a belief
function for each source. Specifically, each source can

establish and maintain a belief function bsk
(
λt
sk

)
about the

interactive state λt
sk

. This belief function characterizes the

subjective probability of each source about the interactive

state of the system i.e., we have bsk
(
λt
Sk

)
=

Pr
(
ηt, θtsk |ot,at−1

s , bt−1
sk

)
= bsk (η

t) bsk
(
θtsk |ηt

)
, where

bsk (η
t) = Pr

(
ηt|ot,at−1

s , bt−1
sk

)
and bsk

(
θtsk |ηt

)
=

Pr
(
θtsk |ηt, ot,at−1

s , bt−1
sk

)
.

We can now show that the uncertainty of each source

about the actions of others and physical states can be

converted to its uncertainty about the interactive state. As

mentioned previously, the interactive state of each source sk
consists of the physical state and the source’s belief about

the model of other sources which according to the discussion

in Section II can determine the expected matching partner as

well as the expected payoff of each source. Therefore, in the

rest of this paper, we focus on the belief function bsk
(
λt
sk

)
for each source sk.

IV. AN OPTIMAL POLICY

In our system, the belief of each source should be updated

based on its observation at the beginning of each time slot.

The belief function for each source should also be sufficient

to summarize its past observation history.

We introduce the following belief updating function for each
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source sk at the beginning of each time slot t,

btsk
(
λt
sk

)
= ζO

(
ot, ηt,at−1

s

) ∑
ηt−1∈Υ

Γ
(
ηt, ηt−1,at−1

s

)
(6)

bt−1
sk

(
ηt−1

)(∑t−1
u=1 1

(
au
−sk

= at−1
−sk

, ηu = ηt−1
)

∑t−1
u=1 1 (η

u = ηt−1)

)

where 1(·) is the indicator function and ζ is the normalizing

constant.

The above belief function can be used to update the belief

of each source in our proposed cooperative energy harvesting

communication system. We need to prove that belief btsi (λ
t)

is a sufficient statistic which means that each source can make

decisions about its future actions without requiring any further

information about the past observation history.

Proposition 1: In our proposed cooperative energy

harvesting communication system, the current belief btsi (λ
t)

of each source si is a sufficient statistic for the past history

of source si’s observations.

Proof: Using the Baye’s rule, we have

btsk
(
λt
)
= Pr

(
ηt, θtsk |ot,at−1

s , bt−1
sk

)
= ζ Pr

(
ot|ηt, θtsk ,at−1

s , bt−1
sk

)
Pr

(
ηt, θtsk |at−1

s , bt−1
sk

)
= ζO

(
ot, ηt,at−1

s

) ∑
ηt−1∈Υ

Pr
(
ηt, θtsk , η

t−1|at−1
s , bt−1

sk

)
= ζO

(
ot, ηt,at−1

s

) ∑
ηt−1∈Υ

Pr
(
ηt|ηt−1,at−1

s

)
Pr

(
θtsk , η

t−1|ηt,at−1
s , bt−1

sk

)
,

= ζO
(
ot, ηt,at−1

s

) ∑
ηt−1∈Υ

Γ
(
ηt, ηt−1,at−1

s

)
Pr

(
θtsk |ηt,at−1

s , bt−1
sk

)
bt−1
sk

(
ηt−1

)
. (7)

It has been shown in [8] that if the belief of each source

about actions of its opponents follows a Dirichlet distribution,

we can write the last term in the right-hand-side of (7) as

Pr
(
θtsk |ηt,at−1

s , bt−1
sk

)
(8)

=

∑t−1
u=1 1

(
au
−sk

= at−1
−sk

, ηu = ηt−1
)

∑t−1
u=1 1 (η

u = ηt−1)
.

From (7) and (8), we can claim that the current belief of

the source depends on the observation and system transition

functions as well as the previous observations and belief

function of each source all of which can be fully

characterized by the parameters from the current and

previous time slots.

To maximize the payoff defined in (5), each source needs

to decide the proper relay node to send the signal. We define

a value function Vsi (λsk) as the expected discount sum of

the current and future payoff for each source started at current

interactive state λsk . This value function should contain two

parts: 1) the immediate expected payoff which is given by

Rsk (λsk) =
∑

λsk
∈Λsk

bsk (λsk)�sk,μ(sk,η), (9)

and 2) the expected discounted payoff in all the possible states

and actions in the future started with state λsk .
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Fig. 1. Average payoff of the sources under different numbers of source-to-
destination pairs where there are 6 relay nodes and 5 number of states.
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Fig. 2. Expected payoff of the sources under different numbers of source-
to-destination pairs where there are 6 relay nodes and 5 number of states.

We can define a value function for source sk at time slot t
with state λsk as follows,

Vsk (λsk) = max
ask

∈Ask

Rsk (λsk) + ρ
∑
o∈Ω

Pr (o|as, bsk)

Vsk (τsk (bsk ,as, o)) . (10)

where τsk (bsk ,as, o) is the updated belief of source sk if the

current action profile, belief and observation are given by as,

bsk (λsk) and o, respectively.

We can then define the optimal policy π that decides the

action of each source sk under each interactive state as

a∗sk = arg max
ask

∈Ask

Rsk (λsk) + ρ
∑
o∈Ω

Pr (o|as, bsk)

Vsk (τsk (bsk ,as, o)) . (11)

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

To verify the performance of our results, we consider a

cooperative energy harvesting communication network

consisting of multiple source-to-destination pairs and relay

nodes that are uniformly randomly located in a

square-shaped coverage area. We assume the transmission of

different source-to-destination pairs are orthogonal. We

consider the payoff of sources and relay nodes defined in

(1)–(3) and let the channel gain between two nodes be

hxy =
h̃xy√
Dσ

xy

where x ∈ S ∪ R and y ∈ R ∪ D, h̃xy is the

channel fading coefficient unrelated to the transmission

distance, Dxy is the distance between x and y, and σ is the

pathloss exponent. To simplify our simulation, we assume

h̃xy can be regarded as a constant. We do not consider the
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Fig. 3. Expected payoff of the sources under different numbers of states
where there are 4 source-to-destination pairs and 4 relay nodes.

optimization of the power scheduling and assume the source

and relay node always use all the energy collected from

previous time slot to send and forward signals. As the energy

that can be harvested by source and relay node is generally a

continuous function of time, if the duration of each time slot

is short enough, we can assume the probability for the

harvested energy level transiting from the current level to the

neighboring one is much more likely than other states.

Specifically, we consider a system with N levels of energy

harvested by each relay node and source and, without loss of

generality, we assume the possible energy that can be

harvested by the source or relay node can be written as

êsk , êrm ∈ { 1
N , 2

N , . . . , 1}. We assume that if the current

energy harvested by source sk and relay node is êtsk and

êtrm , the probability distribution of the harvested energy in

the next time slot is given by Pr
(
êt+1
sk

= êtsk ± 1
N

)
= p,

Pr
(
êt+1
sk

= êtsk
)
= 1 − 2p, Pr

(
êt+1
rm = êtrm ± 1

N

)
= q and

Pr
(
êt+1
rm = êtrm

)
= 1 − 2q for 2

N ≤ êtsk , ê
t
rm ≤ N−1

N and if

êtsk ∈ {0, 1} or êtrm ∈ {0, 1}, we have

Pr
(
êt+1
sk

= 1
N |êtsk = 0

)
= Pr

(
êt+1
sk

= N−1
N |êtsk = 1

)
= 2p

or Pr
(
êt+1
rm = 1

N |êtrm = 0
)

= Pr
(
êt+1
rm = N−1

N |êtrm = 1
)

= 2q where 0 < p < 0.5 and 0 < q < 0.5 are constants.

In Figure 1, we fix the number of relay nodes and physical

states and compare the payoff of sources under different

number of source-to-destination pairs. We observe that our

optimal policy improves the performance of cooperative

energy harvesting communication system. This is because,

with the increasing of the number of sources, the effects of

the interaction among sources on the payoff of each source

will also increase. Note that the decreasing of the expected

payoff when the number of source-to-destination pairs is

small is caused by the averaging process of our simulation.

In Figure 2, we consider the expected payoff of sources

under different numbers of the relay nodes. We observed that

using the optimal policy to decide the relay node of each

source can provide a significant payoff improvement

especially when the number of relay nodes becomes large. It

is also observed that the random selection can only provide

limited payoff improvement when the number of relay nodes

grows. This is because as mentioned in the introduction,

exploiting the relay node to forward its signal cannot always

provides performance improvement [11] and hence deciding

the optimal relay node for each source becomes very

important especially when the number of relay nodes in the

given service area becomes large.

In Figure 3, we fix the number of the source-to-destination

pairs and relay nodes and consider the payoff of the sources

under different numbers of physical states. As we fixed the

value of p, the more the number of physical states, the slower

the physical state of the environment will change. If it only

has one physical state, the system will become stationary and

the energy harvested by the sources and relay nodes will be

fixed during the entire transmission process.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper studies cooperative energy harvesting

communication systems with multiple source-to-destination

pairs competing for a set of relay nodes with energy

harvesting ability. We model the interaction between the

sources and relay nodes as a college admission market and

then fit this market into a stochastic environment. We

propose an I-POMDP framework to analyze the interaction

among the sources. The optimal policy for each source to

decide the relay node that can maximize its long-term

expected payoff has been derived. We present numerical

results to verify the performance of our proposed policy.
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